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QUESTION 1

You can use a variety of search options with all three search modes. Which of the following is not an available search
option? 

A. You can search for synonyms and aliases 

B. You can search for words that are spelled similarly 

C. You can search for similar sounding words 

D. You can search for language translations (eg. French word translated to Englsh word) 

E. You can specify a word distance to use with a fuzzy search. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

The Find dialog, used to search for text and target items, runs in three search modes. All of the following option are the
search modes except: 

A. Find in Documents 

B. Find Target Items 

C. Find on Disk 

D. Find in Chart 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

When setting icon options and using the tools menu, (select options to display the options; then select options\icons) to
make further adjustment, which of the following is NOT set via this option? 

A. New Icons - Will display chart items using the latest, high quality icons that were originally introduced with Analyst\\'s
Notebook 8.5 

B. Legacy Icons - Will display chart icons using the icon set available in releases prior to Analyst\\'s Notebook 8.5 

C. As Saved in Workspace - will match the default setting of the workspace 

D. Custom icons directory - a set of your own icons, created by your organization 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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When setting general application options (Using the tools menu, select options to display the options; then select
options\general), which of the following is NOT an option? 

A. Enable time of day, day of week 

B. Turn on auto save options 

C. Turn on automatic searching for items on a target list 

D. Change the highlight color of search results or the error text color 

E. Turn on hyperlink detection 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Automated Text Chart - is a tool for running automatic mark up in the background. Which of the following is NOT a
feature of the Automated Text Chart Tool? 

A. Automatic detection and mark up of entities as new documents are added to watch folders and RSS feeds 

B. Automatic matching of items on a Watch List 

C. Automatic charting of event data to Analyst\\'s Notebook 

D. Desktop and e-mail alerts triggered by Watch List matches 

E. A document viewer for previewing background results and sending documents of key interest to a workspace 

Correct Answer: C 
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